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Abstract: A policy question is a request for a fairly stable, but modifiable authoritative line of
action aimed at securing an optimal balance between different goods, all of which must be
pursued, but cannot be jointly maximized. To such questions there are no purely technical
solutions, a point that is revealed by the etiology of policy questions. They appear to arise from
conflicts among humans over the distribution of goods, i.e., conflicts of interest. However, the
deeper roots of such questions lie not in a conflict of human interests, but in the incompatibility
of the actual goods that human beings seek. Policy questions ask how to allocate such goods. But
this allocation is the business of politics. No policy without politics nor politics without polity.
 Policy questions must be distinguished from constitutional questions, moral questions, and
questions aimed at forming the set of alternatives from which policies might be selected. Finally,
different facets of the policy process are distinguished -- policy analysis, formation, decision and
the political analysis of policy. These never occur discretely or in fixed sequence. But they are
different activities, having different theories and requiring different skills, and capacities.
Together, they model what is required for that most comprehensive of all offices within our
political system - - the office of citizen.
I. Policy Questions 
  No single definition of "policy" is likely to mirror the full range of ordinary usage. Usage
is too diffuse for that. Such a definition would have to capture the likenesses and differences
between managerial decisions, guides to practice, and rules of thumb as well as rules of conduct
embodied in legislation. It would have to capture the difference between basic and procedural
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policy, between prescriptive and permissive policies and policies simply expressing the bare
application of standard requirements in administration like, "No one gets unemployment
assistance for more than twenty-one weeks." It would have to subsume matters that fall under
"Standard Operating Procedures" (File expense accounts within ten days with receipts), and
matters of personal practice (I don't answer the phone at home because it is never for me. Avoid
arguments in the office). Although each item in the full range of these examples can be called
"policy," the term has, in each case, a slightly different meaning. But despite the difficulty in
reflecting the range of ordinary usage, progress, of a sort, is possible by searching for the features
of policy questions, especially if we focus upon public policy in contrast to what might be
thought of as personal policy.
 A policy question is a request for a fairly stable, but modifiable, line of action aimed at
securing an optimal adjustment of the conflict between different goods, all of which must be
pursued, but which, taken together, cannot all be maximized. We do not have a well- formed
policy question or a fully formulated statement of a policy problem until we can state the set of
values or goods from which the question arises, and do so, moreover, so as to reveal their mutual
inconsistency.
 The problems of education finance provide about as clear a model of policy questions
generally as it is possible to shape. The policy issues are always "nested" within a set of mutually
incompatible values or goods:
equal educational opportunity for children
an equitable distribution of the tax burden
local control of education, and
responsible management of the State budget.
 Maximizing any one of these goods, that is, getting as much of it as we can, will inhibit the
advancement of the others. The policy problem is generated by the fact that we accept all four of
these aims and yet they cannot all be maximized. We cannot have all the local control possible,
for example, because doing so, at least in a system of local and State partnership, would mean
allowing the local district to write the bill for education and oblige the State to pay it. The State
would have lost control over its expenditures. Maximizing local control would probably also
mean getting less equity for children and taxpayers and less equity among districts than would be
good. On the other hand, if we maximize equity for children, then we are likely to get more
inequity in the spread of the tax burden and less local control. The problems of educational
finance, in short, do not arise merely from the need to establish a more equitable system for
taxpayers and children. They arise rather from the need to do so within a system of public goods
that seeks greater equity, preserves local control and encourages responsible public management.
  Virtually all issues of public (or even personal) policy have this feature. They are "nested"
in a set of social goods all of which must be considered, but which, taken together, are at some
point, mutually incompatible. Consider the issues surrounding the imposition of exit standards at
the secondary school. Here we seek the mutual benefits of:
universal levels of attainment racially or ethnically balanced,
high academic achievement, and
culturally pluralistic communities
 The first two present the familiar conflict between "quantity" and "quality," that is, the old
puzzle as to whether education can be universal and, at the same time, excellent. Problems
involved in attempting to balance the entire set are illustrated by experience in Florida and
Virginia. Not many years ago, in an effort to raise the standards of high school achievement,
these states introduced uniform examinations as an exit requirement from high school. Where
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should we place the cut-off score? The question is certain to be asked once a decision is made to
raise standards in that way. In Virginia, the cut-off was set by the legislature without much
attention to relevant data . As a result, the attainment rate declined. That some students would
fail the exit examination was acceptable in prospect to those who thought such results would
signal a rise in academic standards. That would be progress toward one goal. To many, however,
including, presumably, many who had approved of the new policy, the result was less pleasing
because it produced what was, for them, an unacceptable decline in the level of attainment. That
meant retreat from reaching another goal. Thus, the cut-off was adjusted in order to find a
balance between the goods of high standards and high attainment rates. The new policy turned
out to be very different from the old in appearance, but not in results.
  Such advancements and retreats, stories of steps taken and then taken back, are not
unusual in movements of school reform or in efforts at change in public policy generally. Such
adjustments are likely to result more from the presence of incompatible values or goods than
from administrative bungling or blindness, or from inefficiency, or from political chicanery or
legislative incompetence. That is to say, neither the most efficient action nor the most technically
proficient analysis is likely to resolve the central discord among the social aims in which policy
questions are rooted. In general, there is no technical solution to a policy question, no technical
means of evading the fact that if exit standards are raised, for example, then at least in the short
run, the cost will be reduced attainment levels. Two goods will contend.
Policy Questions, Practical Reason 
and the Technicist Delusion
  This conclusion, that there is no technical solution to policy questions, deserves further
exploration. Note first, that policy questions are always practical questions, never theoretical.
What counts as an answer to a policy question is always a statement stating what we should do,
never a statement setting forth simply what we know. In any public forum where policy is
shaped, only practical questions are admissible, never theoretical questions. And this is fortunate
because it means that in the domain of policy we are able to arrive at agreement on what to do
without having to agree on the reasons for doing it. We are able to agree on a line of action and
stick to it, even when we do not agree on what is good and even when we have different goals.
(Note 2)
 The answer to a policy question is always a line of action, a specification of what to do.
The answer to a theoretical question, on the other hand, is always a truth claim. Policy
deliberation is aimed at action, not at the acquisition of knowledge; whereas theoretical questions
are aimed at the acquisition of knowledge, not at action. I do not mean by this that we can or ever
should make public decisions without knowledge. Social action should be informed. Nor do I
mean that we can ever gain greater knowledge without some action. Research, the search for
answers to theoretical questions after all, is itself a kind of action. I mean rather that in any policy
debate the thing to be decided is what we should do, not what we must believe. Wise policy is
never made with enough knowledge to determine a decision, and policy questions are never
asked out of a primary interest in adding to our knowledge.
 These days -- when a return to paradise seems often to be viewed as a mere technical
difficulty shortly to be overcome -- it is easy to imagine someone saying, "If we just had
methodology sophisticated enough and relevant data sufficiently refined, then we could answer
whatever policy questions might come along." Such a person has fallen victim to an illusion, the
illusion that policy questions are theoretical. Whenever we suppose that a policy question can be
resolved by some addition to our knowledge, we suppose that what presents itself as a problem of
policy is in fact a problem of management or administration.
 My point is not that we should abandon all attempts to improve our methods of evaluation
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or policy analysis. It is rather that since indecision in matters of policy does not arise entirely
from the lack of such methods, therefore, it is unlikely to be laid to rest by their development. In
matters of policy, we are confronted with indecision not because our knowledge or technical
facility is faulty but simply because we are confronted with a kind of question that, in principle,
cannot be answered simply by any increment or improvement of knowledge. Answers to policy
questions may be improved by better information and better analyses only in the sense that such
gains will make our answers rationally more persuasive. But policy questions can, will, and
usually are, answered even without such information. Furthermore, it is not always obvious that
the answers given in the absence of such analyses are worse than or even often very different
from answers that would be given in their presence. Answers might be better grounded rationally
without being better or even different in any other sense.(Note 3) We can, no doubt, do
something rationally more persuasive than consulting chicken entrails, but we are unlikely to get
anything that produces results quite as decisive. And this is so because of the properties of policy
questions, not because of deficiencies in policy evaluation.
II. The Etiology of Policy Questions
  Scarcity: This last observation opens a second approach toward understanding why there
are no technical solutions to policy problems. We can wonder where policy questions come from.
Are there peculiar features of human life that inescapably produce such questions, aspects of the
human condition, as it were, from which of necessity they arise? In paradise, it might be
observed, there are no policies--except, perhaps, admissions policies. Policy questions do not
occur there. Why not? Ideas of paradise, of course; have appeared in great variety, but I am
inclined to the view that, on the whole, human beings conceive of it (and they will inevitably
conceive of it in some way) as a perfected state of affairs, one in which desires presently denied
in this imperfect world, somewhere, sometime, will be satisfied.(Note 4) What else could
paradise be except a condition in which all beneficent human yearnings are satisfied and the
deepest ones most deeply? This suggests, of course, that the problem of optimality and therefore
the need for policy would be banished from any world in which human desires are perfectly
matched by satisfactions near at hand. Ask and it shall be given. Yearn and you shall be gratified.
 Two general strategies exist for arriving at such an elysian state. The first lies on the side
of increasing the satisfactions available to human beings (increased productivity); and the second
on the side of doing something about their desires (improved moral education and discipline).
The first view holds that desires and satisfactions can be balanced by abundance Wherever there
is enough of everything, including enough justice, enough virtue, and enough bread and wine,
there is no allocational problem, no problem of scarcity, and hence, no questions of policy.
  The other strategy is the converse. There is no scarcity of what nobody wants. So desire
and satisfaction can be made to meet not by the satisfaction of wants, but by their proper and
harmonious composition. This can be viewed as simply another side of the same path toward
abundance. Thus, for Ghandi, diamonds and mink were plentiful, not because they were any the
less scarce, but because they were not wanted. And not being wanted, they were abundant. If
heaven is that condition in which the wants and desires of an imperfect world are satisfied in a
world like this one except perfected, then there may be abundance in heaven not because goods
are maximized, but because wants are composed, not because the world is different, but because
we are.
 In neither case do problems of policy arise, and they do not arise simply because such a
bounty, secured by either strategy, makes choice redundant. In paradise, there is neither discord
nor delay between desire and satisfaction and therefore no place for policy. There is no need for
it. I offer this fact in proof that one source of policy questions is the mismatch between human
desires and satisfactions.
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 Conflict of Goods: But there is more. Beyond this discord of desire and satisfaction, there
may be strife among persons, and moreover, as already suggested in the cases of school finance
and exit standards, among the goods themselves that human beings seek. Why can we not
imagine paradise to contain interpersonal conflicts of wants? The answer is that doing so would
involve either the judgment that wants are improperly controlled or that goods are too meagerly
supplied to satisfy them. Along with such a condition would come a problem . Paradise would no
longer be like this world only perfected. It would be like this world still unperfected, no longer
paradise . It would contain the problem of composing the most satisfactory combination of what
goods do exist, who should get them, and in what degree. In short, such a condition would
introduce into paradise precisely those circumstances that create the need for policy and that
dictate the features of a well-formed policy question, namely, What are the goods in conflict?
What is their best possible adjustment? How can we reach it? What are the trade-offs?
  The main force of this incursion into the conceptual territory of heaven is to show that
problems of policy are an immediate and direct reflection of some immensely fundamental
characteristics of the world and of human existence within it. Policy questions arise because the
goods--not simply the interests--that human beings seek to secure in the world are interdependent
and often jointly discordant, not all of the time in every respect, but all of the time in some
respects. Only in paradise can we imagine all human goods simultaneously in sufficient supply so
that there is no conflict in their allocation. It is important to note that since knowledge is a certain
kind of good, then the idea of paradise includes the assumption that knowledge is ample.
Paradise does not arise, however, because there is an overflow of knowledge. Policy questions
are not banished from paradise because our capacity to know is perfected. They are banished
rather because all goods are plentiful, including virtue and justice, or because there is a suitable
composition of desires.
 Policy, Politics, and Utopia: This formulation, however, is still insufficient to expose the
presuppositions of policy questions. It deals with the discord of satisfaction and desire and with
the scarcity of goods, but not with their interdependence. It is sufficient to show that when
scarcity is absent--as in heaven--then no policy problems arise. But the example presupposes
coherence in the view that all human goods can exist in abundance simultaneously. Our
imagination poses the simplifying assumption that a plenitude of some goods sought by human
beings can exist without significantly reducing the supply of others. And this assumption is false.
  Human goods do conflict. They conflict, moreover, in such a way that they cannot all be
present sufficiently to satisfy human desires.(Note 5) The point is central. Human discontent is
endemic. (Note 6) The price of securing the abundance of some human goods is always failure to
secure as much as we would like of some other. Thus, For example, if we succeed in providing as
much equality as is wanted, we are unlikely to have as much liberty as is wanted. Or if persons
develop as much tolerance for ambiguity as is wanted, we are unlikely to have as much courage
as is wanted, and the price will sooner or later become apparent.
  The view then is that human goods conflict (read "values" if you wish) not simply because
they are in short supply, nor simply because interpersonal preferences conflict, but simply
because they are not structurally consistent. They cannot all be maximized, even in paradise. It's a
familiar idea that human wants or human interests conflict. But the view here is that human
goods conflict. The conflict of interests produces political problems, but inconsistency among
human goods produces policy problems. Human goods conflict even when human interests do
not. Even when, rarely, all are agreed on a single predominating interest--victory in an all-out
war, for example--policy problems remain.
 In short, there are no free goods, none that can be provided in plenitude without making
certain others in short supply. There is no ultimate solution to any problem of policy, except in
paradise, and there problems of policy are not so much solved as they are simply non-existent.
That the ultimate solution of policy problems is to be found only in paradise, may be exactly
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what gives rise to the consistent and apparently ineradicable human impulse to think of social
solutions to policy problems in utopian terms, rather than in the proximate terms of both politics
and policy.
  Politics and Policy in Utopia: But utopian thinking is faulty not only because it attends
too little to what is feasible, but because it attends not at all to politics. It is an odd fact, and one
of large significance, I think, that no well developed literary exposition of Utopia ever includes
an account of politics. The central assumption is always that in Utopia the needed balance
between conflicting human goods is resolved. The portrayal of Utopia consists precisely in
offering an account of that resolution. Reconsideration in Utopia, therefore, is neither needed nor
desired. To introduce politics into Utopia would be a threat to, not a part of, the good life. There,
problems of policy remain only in the guise of monitoring the society and managing its affairs.
Politics is always replaced by administration in Utopia.
 Policy questions do not arise in paradise and serious ones do not arise in Utopia. But the
reasons are different. The reason that serious ones do not arise in Utopia is not that goods are
abundant or desires composed, but that the inherent conflict between them is taken as resolved.
All that remains is management. Not even the presumed Utopia of putting evaluators in charge
would alter that result. There is no technical solution, but neither is there any permanent solution
to a policy problem.
III . Other Presuppositions
  Policy questions should be distinguished also from moral and constitutional questions as
well as research questions. Failure to do so is a source of much confusion. Aspects of these
contrasts can be discovered in the different ways in which these different questions are related to
duration and to the human desire for assurance.
  Constraints of time: Like a reporter filing a story for the evening edition, whoever will
answer a policy question, in the real world, must do so within strict constraints of time. The
reporter meets a deadline, but always in the knowledge that there will be a next edition. Today's
story is amended by the next as events unfold and further facts emerge. Note two things about
this observation: first, that policy questions generally are answered in anticipation that the answer
will be revised. and secondly, that they are questions that have to be answered on time, even
though the information needed for the answer is not on time. Both points arise from temporal
constraints, but they have different implications.
  The first implies simply that policies are impermanent. We expect them to change. Often,
they are not even very durable. They are not supposed to be. In that respect, they are like the
reporter's story and unlike constitutional and moral questions. If we imagine some institution or
government in which policies change with speed and frequency, say, every three months, or
worse, every week, then we imagine circumstances in which there is no policy at all. Policies are
guides to action subject to amendment, but not that much. They should be durable, but not
permanent. Consider, for example, the American foreign policy of "containment in "confronting
world communism" as proposed by George Kennan in the forties. Here was basic policy that
remained in force for nearly fifty years. Policy as durable as that, like policy that changes every
week, tends not to be viewed as policy at all, but simply as "a given" in deliberation, a condition
of the world, like the seasons, something that life must take into account, but which is not subject
to change. Permanence is as alien to the idea of policy as transience.
 Policies are less durable than constitutional rules which, in turn are less durable than moral
standards or principles. We do not expect persons to change their moral principles (note the
offense involved in describing such "principles" as "policies) as rapidly as they may change
policy. Anyone for whom honesty is merely a good policy is not to be trusted. We do, however,
expect policy to change with experience and fairly often. The dimension of durability is among
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the defining features of context for policy questions.
 Just as it is better for the reporter to file a story on time without all the facts than to get all
the facts and file the story too late, so also in the case of policy it is better to make a decision on
time, but without all the facts, than to get all the facts and make the decision too late. In the case
of policy, decisions have to be made within large limits of uncertainty. Some reduction in the
degree of uncertainty will be helpful, but the degree of reduction normally required for academic
research is both improbable for policy decision and would often be undesirable even if it were
not improbable. In other words, crude data arriving on time are always to be preferred over
refined data arriving too late. So it is acceptable, even fortunate, that research methods required
for policy decision are crude, even though the standard methods of research are highly refined.
 We are cautioned in social science research to refrain from conclusion until the data are in.
But the data relevant to a policy decision are never in. The argument is never complete. To
answer a question of research we are cautioned to get as much data as is needed to arrive at a
reasoned conclusion and to formulate no conclusion until that information is at hand and has
been examined. Caution is among the virtues bred into the researcher by his or her methodology.
To answer a policy question, however, the constraints are different. In that case, we need as much
information as we can get, but "as much as we can get" usually turns out to be less than we could
get if we had more time, and, at the same time, more than can be used and more than will make a
difference to the decision. A major aim of academic research, in other words, is to reduce the
levels of uncertainty enough to justify knowledge claims. Policy questions, on the other hand, are
always answered in the midst of uncertainty, and there is always a point beyond which more
information--however more excellent--will do little to reduce uncertainty and do nothing to alter
the direction of the decision. All this is simply another aspect of the claim that policy questions
are practical rather than theoretical. They are questions of the sort that need to be answered, and
will be answered, even when we do not know which among alternative answers is the best. If
these observations are credible, then it is possible to understand the claim sometimes advanced
that academic research and academic researchers are useful for policy decision inversely to their
academic excellence.
  Policy decisions and ethical decisions: Policies and moral rules or principles differ in their
relative durability, but they are distinguished as well as linked in other important ways. Policies
are always drawn from within a set of alternative actions all of which are either morally
indifferent or capable of evoking moral approval. The set may be established by what are
sometimes called "peremptory rules." (See Braybrooke and Lindblom, A Strategy of Decision.)
Such rules tend to establish the moral limits within which policy can be selected, but, at the same
time, they tend to guarantee that policies are chosen from among alternatives, all of which are
morally permissible or have worth. In that sense, defining the set of policy choices is the
expression of moral conviction and estimations of value, but selecting from within that defined
set is not. Two quite different questions are generated. One asks what alternatives can be
included among the set of choices. The other asks which among that set shall we adopt. The first
of these questions already narrows the scope of choice, and that is partly the reason why, with
even the best evaluation data, we are unlikely to arrive at policy choices substantially different
from those we would arrive at without such data.
  It follows that in policy debate, moral argument is unlikely to pick out which policies are
to be adopted. It is much more likely to aid in determining what alternatives can be included
among those available for choice. If policy choice were actually determined by moral argument,
then policy debate would be transformed more easily than in fact it is, into a debate among
competing moral principles. At risk would be the fundamental principle that we can agree on
what to do without having to agree on our moral principles. (Note 7) It would turn out that what
is to be decided in policy debate is not our policy but our moral principles. The matter to be
settled would change from a "What should we do?" to a "What should we believe?"
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 Post-hoc determinations of policy: All arguments aimed at identifying a policy by its
consequences are necessarily weak. They are all subject to the fallacy of post hoc ergo propter
hoc, "after this, therefore, because of this," clearly a non sequitur. In other words, claims of the
form "It must be A's policy to x, because x is the result of his actions" are weak claims. They
assume that because certain results follow upon A's action, therefore, it must have been policy to
produce those results. If we find that high rates of failure occur in a particular school system, the
inference would be that therefore the production of failure must be the policy of that school
system.
  There are several difficulties in such an inference. One is that it obscures the fact that the
identification of policy always implies the identification of intent. Failure may occur frequently
in a given school system, but it cannot be concluded from this fact alone, that producing failure is
anybody's intent. It cannot follow from this fact alone that producing failure is a basic policy in
such a setting. The more general and decisive difficulty in this sort of reasoning, however, is that
if it is allowed, it will have the consequence of rendering it conceptually impossible ever to speak
of failed policies. Every policy has its social results however modest and however desirable or
undesirable. But we cannot reason from the presence of certain states of affairs that the policy
was to produce that state of affairs. The most we can say, to return to the example, is that
frequent failure is the persistent consequence of measures that are matters of policy.
 Just as the logic of such post-hoc reasoning is objectionable, there are also circumstances
in which it would be foolish to press the objection. If extreme and undesirable consequences are
publicly evident and persist over a long period of time, then the appeal that such effects are
unintended, that is, are not matters of policy, becomes less and less credible to reasonable men
and women. Consider the case of a local chemical plant engaged in the production of salts which
process, over the years, has seriously polluted a nearby lake. To claim "We don't pollute the lake,
we simply produce salts" is to stretch the credulity of the average citizen beyond the breaking
point. But how would we describe this situation? I propose that although we would be strongly
inclined to the view that polluting the lake is official policy of the company, still we would do
better to locate the problem in another way rather than adopting the usual post hoc argument. The
more complete account would be that in determining policy, the mix of goods included in the
"nest" of the policy debate is impoverished. It omits matters that ought to be included.
 In short, such post-hoc arguments, judged simply on the logic of the matter, always fail.
From time to time, however, they appear to succeed, and when that happens, it is likely to be not
because the argument is sound, but because the initial mix of goods competing in the policy
debate is too limited. We may reject all such post-hoc arguments and still retain a decent respect
for the opinions of mankind and the normal view that "policy" implies intent, and that policies
sometimes fail.
IV. The Policy Process
  Between policy analysis, policy formation, policy decision or promulgation, and the
political analysis of policy there lie clear differences, and the practices of evaluation and policy
research will relate differently to each. The tendency exists to regard these four
activities--analysis, formation, decision, and political analysis--as steps in the policy process. But
such a view is misleading, because these activities are never fully discrete in practice and they do
not occur in any persistent sequence. Nevertheless, there is a distinction of practice
corresponding to each activity, and each practice, moreover, has its distinct kind of theory.
  Policy Analysis: Policy analysis can be defined as the rational or technical assessment of
the net marginal trade-offs between different policy choices. The question becomes, Which
among the implicit set of goods will be advanced, which will not, and with what net benefits?
This is the same kind of question that we confront, say, in the design of a hand drill. What should
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be the design? The question is nested' in a set of goods. We want low cost, high safety, ease of
handling, and durability. We can ask and rather precisely determine what marginal gains in one
of these values will produce what corresponding costs in the others. If we "go for greatest
durability, then we are likely to get higher cost and less ease of handling. If we "go for" the
lowest cost possible, then we are likely to sacrifice something in the way of durability and safety.
The design problem is to discover a balance between these competing values.
  Enter the problem of incommensurabilities! How do we determine which among the
competing values is to be given greatest weight? Which has the greatest worth: low cost, safety,
durability, or ease of handling? Not even the most refined analysis of the costs and benefits will
solve that problem. Such an analysis gives us the possibilities or a set of choices, but it does not
pick out any preferred answer from within the set. Yet we need some procedure for doing just
that. In short, we need a market decision. and getting a market decision is, no doubt, going to
require a market analysis.
  Is our market made up of professionals? Or does it consist essentially of amateurs and
household craftsmen? If the former, then the problem is likely to be resolved on the side of
durability and safety with a slightly higher price. If the latter, then, by all means, the decision will
probably be to minimize cost and sacrifice durability and, to some degree, safety. But then again,
the market decision might be to go for the whole range of the market. Produce a variety of
designs representing the full range of choices revealed by the analytic exercise. Something for
everybody!
 These activities are roughly analogous to the distinctions I want to make in the case of
policy. Merely setting forth the marginal costs and benefits of a range of choices is one
thing--policy analysis. Selecting one balanced choice or a range from within the possibilities is
another thing--policy formation. The decision as to which choice or choices to make is still a
third--policy decision. And performing the market analysis needed for that is yet a fourth--
political analysis.
  Consider an example. Financial educational assistance can be distributed either to students
directly or to institutions. Suppose we entertain the prospect of distributing it to students and that
we resolve to do so on the basis of need. In that case we require access to financial information,
and not simply on groups, trends, or categories of persons, but on each actual individual. If we
propose this kind of policy as more fair or just than others, then, in the name of justice,
individuals will have to reveal personal information that before may have been regarded as
privileged . Two values conflict. We extend justice, but diminish, in some measure, privacy. To
secure a definable gain in one, we pay a definable cost in the other. Policy analysis asks, What is
the net marginal gain? A truly refined policy analysis, which rarely exists, would tell us how
much we are likely to gain in the advancement of justice for some corresponding cost in privacy.
But no such analysis, no matter how refined, will tell us whether the gain is worth it . To resolve
that question, we need something corresponding to a market analysis and a market decision. We
need a political analysis and a political decision. "Policy" implies "polity" and "politics" just as
"good industrial design" implies a structure for marketing analysis and marketing decision.
  Consider another example. A Congressman asks whether pass- through requirements for
allocating Chapter I funds should rest on tests of educational rather than economic need. The
answer comes couched not in terms of "whether we should" but in terms of "what happens if we
do?" That's policy analysis. In either case, the funds would go to roughly the same school
districts--but not quite. What's the margin of "not quite"? Is "not quite" "very much"? Is it
"enough to matter" And even if it is "not much," would the change create incentives for local
districts to pay more attention to educational need in answering allocational questions? And if so,
then would the incentives be enough to make a difference? And if so, then (here we are again)
how much of a difference? That's policy analysis.
 But policy analysis does not, and need not stop there. It can ask not simply what the net
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consequences would be of doing X, but what those net consequences would be compared to
doing Y, where Y is either what we are doing already or some alternative. The question for
policy analysis is not whether doing X is a net improvement over doing Y, but simply, what are
the net effects? Whether it is better to have a drill of low cost instead of high durability will not
be determined simply from an analysis of the trade- offs. It requires a marketing decision.
Similarly, whether given the different consequences, it is better to do X than Y in public policy
will not be determined by a policy analysis. It will be determined by a political decision resulting
from a political process involving a political analysis.
 In short, policy analysis is that rational, technical, analytic performance in which the
central question is not whether X is a good thing to do, but simply what are the marginal effects
of doing X, and what are the marginal effects as contrasted with doing something else instead?
Hence policy analysis is simply an activity whose theory is the theory of marginal utilities. It is,
by all accounts, an activity that consists in the exercise of theoretical, rather than practical,
rationality. It assumes that the policy question is "nested" in a conflict of values present as
objective states of affairs in the society. It is an activity in which evaluators and other researchers
may take a leading role provided that they do not suppose they are actually evaluating policy, as
opposed to merely recording--either in prospect or in retrospect--the consequences of doing X or
Y.
  Policy Formation: Policy formation is an activity of a contrasting genre. It is that activity
by which we seek to gain agreement on what form a specific policy can or will take, as opposed
to what form it ought to take. Not even by the most refined policy analysis will we have actually
formed a policy statement. Indeed, policy analysts are not typically in a position to actually
formulate policy. For the latter, we need to engage in conversation, persuasion, argument, and in
(seemingly) endless meetings with those who will actually pen the regulation, mark up the bill,
establish the procedures, write the guidelines, etc. The theory of policy formation can then be
discerned as one aspect of the theory of governmental management and rhetoric. At the Federal
level, it usually turns out to be the theory of inter-agency politics. "Don't fight over turf; just take
up space" is a rule for the conduct of policy formation. I include here the theory of rhetoric
because clearly it makes a difference what things are called. The same policy that under one
name may never see the light of day will, under another name, pass without objection. Calling it
"school aid" may defeat it; but calling the same thing "national defense" may insure its
acceptance. "If it matters what you call it, then call it something that matters" is another guiding
rule in the theory of policy formation. Call it Government spending and you may be in for
political difficulties. Call it "public investment" and you may have more success.
 Policy Decision: Policy decision can be described as the authoritative action of some
office, administrative or legislative, by which a line of action, for the moment at least, is
established. Policy decision is not so much an activity or process as it is a momentary end point
in the continuing conduct of government. It is that end point that is sometimes supposed by the
naive to entirely capture the policy process, as though making policy could be reduced simply to
an act of will or the result of divination. The theory of policy decision is simply the theory of the
polity itself, the political and legal theory by which authority is distributed, obligations for
decision are assigned throughout the structure of political institutions, and agents of authority are
enjoined to act.
 Political Analysis: Unlike policy analysis, political analysis is concerned not with
determining the net benefits of a given course of action, but with measuring their political
weight. The aim is not so much to determine the net social benefits of a particular policy, but to
determine its constituency. If policy analysis is concerned with establishing what course of action
has greatest worth in the utilities of public goods, then political analysis is concerned with
estimating who will vote for it. It is concerned with determining whether the best thing to do is
the same as the best thing that can be done. Often it is not. The theory of political analysis s the
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theory of political behavior.
 We may gather these thoughts in a brief culminating summary. The theory of policy
analysis is the theory of marginal utilities. It might rank policy choices according to the estimated
net utilities of each. The theory of policy formation is the theory of inter-agency politics. It is the
governmental process by which a course of action comes to be selected and actually framed. The
theory of policy decision is nothing less than the theory of the polity itself, the theory underlying
the placement of authority. And finally, the theory of political analysis is the theory of political
behavior. When we view all of these activities together, not as discrete steps in the policy
process, but as distinct facets of a social process--now one feature predominating and now
another--then we can discern more clearly where the practices of evaluation and policy research
fit, what may be their relevance to the creation promulgation and implementation of public
policy, and what virtues are required for the actors in this drama.
 Evaluators, evaluation and policy research can contribute to each of these activities, but not
to each in the same way or in the same degree. The rational standards of policy analysis are the
standards of theoretical reason, but the rational standards of policy decision and political analysis
are the standards of political judgment. These are practical activities. This difference may help to
explain why it is that when the question, "What shold we do?" is given a policy analysis, we
mayget one answer, and when given a poitical analysis or when rendered in a policy decision, we
may get an entirely different answer. In short, the exercise of political judgment is a practical
activity, also an evaluational activity. But the result of that activity may differ from or even
contradict the results of policy analysis. What we should do--even the best thing to do--may turn
out to be one thing by policy analysis and a very different thing when it comes to political
decision.
 The professional evaluator and policy researcher can contribute in the context of
government, but he or she will contribute to all of these activities only to the extent that they
become also politicians and political advisors. Consider, for example, the case of policy
formation. The evaluator, as professional, can contribute, but that contribution will be most
substantial to whatever extent he or she becomes a student of bureaucracy and a trusted counselor
to authoritative leadership.
 So the dilemma is this. Each of these activities involves evaluation and research in some
broad sense of those terms. Each involves evaluation and research in the sense, say, that buying a
camera does. But only in the case of policy analysis is the evaluator's role, as professional,
undiluted by the need to take on other roles. The evaluator, as evaluator, is likely to make a
contribution only to the conduct of policy analysis. But in government as elsewhere, the
possession of knowledge can bring with it a certain kind of power. To the extent that the
evaluator and policy researcher goes beyond his professional practice and with superior
knowledge also earns the confidence of political leaders, exercises political judgment, and
acquires the additional skills of a practiced political observer of the present bureaucracy and an
undertain future, then she will contribute to every facet of the policy process. But in doing so, he
or she will also become less an evaluator or researcher in any limited professional sense and
more a political leader or public servant in a quite old-fashioned and conventional sense. He mail
characteristic will not be the possession of technical skill. It will be the possession of a
particularly important kind of civic virtue not different in kind from that virtue we have always
called upon citizens to perform.
Notes
Title Note. This paper is an adaptation of an earlier paper, "Policy and Evaluation: A Conceptual
Study," #52 Paper and Report Series, Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, Research on
Evaluation Program, 1981, pp. 162-187. It will eventually find its way into one or the other of
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two works in progress: VOICES, on the educational formation of conscience, or WALLS, on
education in communities of text and liturgy both sacred and secular. The intent of that original
paper remains, namely to display the conceptual features of policy questions generally and to
display the tendencies to view such questions as essentially technical. The present version,
however, is much elaborated and amended.
Note 2. Can we suppose that human beings will agree on what to do provided they agree on what
is good? It does not seem likely. Where does this leave us? The argument is, on the one hand,
that we can agree on a course of action even when we disagree on what is good; and, on the other
hand, that when we do agree on what is good, when we share the same goals, it does not follow
that we will agree on a course of action.
  If these are the facts, then it does not seem obvious in what ways theoretical discussions
about the nature of the good and the good society are relevant to the determination of public
policy. Think, for a moment about political coalitions. The formation of such coalitions is one
demonstration of people agreeing on a course of action without having to agree on what is good.
Coalitions come and coalitions go, and their coming and going manifests one feature of the fact
that an agreement on what to do is always a practical question and is never determined by
answers to theoretical questions of "value" and "public good."
Note 3. Notice that "rationally more persuasive" may not imply either "politically more weighty"
or even "politically more wise," a point that, as we shall see later, figures prominently in
understanding the different stages of policy formation.
Note 4. A compilation of eschatological visions would reveal a great deal about this human
tendency to form images of perfection, how the inclination persists, even though the content
changes. The parameters of such a collection, the border types, might be found in two
paradigmatic cases, the one a 12th Century version coming from southern France, and the second
an understanding found in Marx's Lectures on Political Economy. By the first of these, heaven is
understood as a kind of life in which one works and works, but does not weary, a life in which
the rest and fellowship at day's end are sweet like candy, but one is never sated. From these
conditions, it is easy to discern what were perceived to be the principal failures of the world, the
things most fervently longed for, by those standing within this tradition. On the other hand, when
Marx observes that bourgeois society is the last stage of Prehistory we know that we have entered
a world entirely different from the France of the medieval peasant, a world in which the eschaton
comes not at the end of history, but at the beginning, a world in which the conditions of human
beings as the objects of social forces has yielded to a day in which they are the actors. Even in
Marx's secular world of the Enlightenment, images of paradise prosper.
Note 5. What will become more apparent later should be stated briefly here. The view of human
''"goods (read 'values' if you must) is that such goods as security, health, privacy, liberty of many
sorts, work, and the like are not so much attitudes or dispositions of persons as they are objective
social structures, the arrangements of social life. H public policy aims at an enlargement of
liberty, then it must nurture those economic, social, and educational, arrangements by which
liberty of movement, of conscience, of speech, of inquiry and the like are nurtured. It is these
arrangements that conflict in such a way that they cannot be jointly accessible.
Note 6. The fact that human discontent is endemic together with the hope and expectation (not
merely wish) that it needn't be, may provide a clue not only to the apparently ineradicable human
tendency toward utopian thinking, but also a clue to the peculiar American impulse to engage in
complaint, even perhaps to the point of elevating lamentation to the level of an academic
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discipline, or, if not that, then a literary genre. There is probably no society in the world whose
people are so given to lament as the American. For Americans, perhaps more than any other
peoples of the world, there is always something wrong, seriously wrong, that needn't be. The
solution always seems to be more fidelity, more benevolence, more liberty, more education, more
pride, or stronger leadership. Lamentation is a national recreation. Americans seem to find
pleasure in it. This peculiar mark of national character makes no sense until we see it possibly as
just the underside of American optimism that some have supposed is nurtured by life in a land of
a material abundance sufficient to provide for endless moral possibilities. Sacvan Bercovitch has
sought the origins of this disposition in what he has called The American Jeremiad. (University 
of Wisconsin Press, 1978)
Note 7. Enter an important caveat! The policy choice is likely to occur in consequence of a kind
of utilitarian calculus refined through several stages of the policy process. But it seems odd to
regard this utilitarian calculation as in any sense a process of "moral reflection," so thoroughly
infused is it with considerations of aggregate efficiency and net benefits. The so-called
"right-to-life" position is not grounded in such considerations. It is grounded in convictions
concerning what is morally right, wrong, or evil, and hence is concerned not so much with what
policies should be adopted as with what courses of action cannot be included among viable
choices. Here is a clear case where the moral deliberation occurs outside the realm of policy
debate. Which is where it belongs.
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